Abstract. Decompression experiments were performed on corn syrup-water solutions in order to investigate the effect of viscosity on processes of vesiculation and degassing at low to moderate degrees of volatile supersaturation. Repeat experiments demonstrated similar long term vesiculation behavior at moderate decompression rates despite highly variable initial nucleation styles. Results suggest that magmas may not necessarily achieve chemical equilibrium by vapor exsolution and may require viscosity-dependent critical supersaturations in order to vesiculate. Vesiculation also increased the ambient pressure and decreased supersaturations, resulting in unsteady degassing.
Introduction
The explosivity of a Volcanic eruption is controlled by the range of degassing behaviors that might be achieved at low to moderate decompression rates, such as those that prevail at many hazardous recent and ongoing eruptions, e.g., Mt. Unzen, Japan and Merapi Volcano, Indonesia.
Experimental method
Corn syrup is a convenient analog material for vesiculation experiments because it has a Newtonian rheology over the relevant strain rates, and can be diluted to produce solutions having nearly constant surface tension while encompassing a range in viscosity of nearly six orders of magnitude [Hammer, 1998 ]. We combine the weight fraction of added water with that of pre-existing water (determined by mass loss upon desiccation) to obtain the total mass frac- (Fig. 5) .
Discussion
Several observations are a consequence of the limitations of the decompression equipment or specific to the analog material used. For example, the minimum pressure observed during decompression depended on the vacuum pump's evacuation rate and efficiency compared to the rate of vapor production by the degassing fluid. Therefore, both the rate of imposed supersaturation (dAP/dt) and minimum experimental pressure, Ptb, were experiment-specific. Bubble nucleation occurred heterogeneously at fluid-glass or fluid-vapor interfaces in all experiments, and varied significantly in rate and style among repeat experiments. Furthermore, the density of heterogeneous nucleation sites in the corn syrup solutions probably differs from that of natural magmas containing crystals. The use of Newtonian fluids also precludes us from studying the effects of crytallization and more complex rheologies. However, several observations suggest that findings from this study are transferable to general degassing behavior of viscous liquids. Because Pub defined the pressure at which vesiculation stopped, it did not rely on the pumping rate. For this reason, the relationship between supersaturation, AP, and fluid viscosity, tz, is not an experimental artifact. 
